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Abstract The tsunami disasters that occurred in Indonesia, Chile, and Japan have

inflicted serious casualties and damaged social infrastructures. Tsunami forecast-

ing systems are thus urgently required worldwide. We have developed a real-time
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tsunami inundation forecast system that can complete a tsunami inundation and dam-

age forecast for coastal cities at the level of 10-m grid size in less than 20 min. As

the tsunami inundation and damage simulation is a vectorizable memory-intensive

program, we incorporate NEC’s vector supercomputer SX-ACE. In this paper, we

present an overview of our system. In addition, we describe an implementation of the

program on SX-ACE and evaluate its performance of SX-ACE in comparison with

the cases using an Intel Xeon-based system and the K computer. Then, we clarify that

the fulfillment of a real-time tsunami inundation forecast system requires a system

with high-performance cores connected to the memory subsystem at a high memory

bandwidth such as SX-ACE.

Keywords Tsunami · Real-time simulation · Supercomputer · Optimization and

parallelization · System performance

1 Introduction

On March 11, 2011, the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake occurred off the coast of

east Japan with a magnitude of 9.0, and a devastating tsunami subsequently struck the

northeastern part of the Pacific coast of Japan. The impact of the tsunami damaged

many buildings and infrastructures in a large area of over 500 km2, and the number

of fatalities reached 19,000 [9]. However, neither the national Japanese government

nor the various local governments were able to grasp the whole context of the damage

immediately after the tsunami, and they were thus unable to provide prompt responses

to the tsunami disasters [12].

Recently, computer simulations have been developed to replicate damage situa-

tions resulting from tsunami inundations [3,8]. We have been developing a real-time

tsunami inundation forecast system that can provide an early understanding of damage

situations following a tsunami disaster. This system solves nonlinear shallow water

equations and estimates information about maximum inundation depths, starting time

of inundation, damage of buildings in coastal land areas, etc., with a high resolution

of 10-m grid size. In the case of the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake, the sea level

elevation due to the tsunami started to exceed 1 m within 25 min, and therefore, the

tsunami inundation and damage forecast should be completed within, at most, 20 min

after the occurrence of an earthquake. The total calculation amount also reaches about

peta floating-point operations in the cases of predicted earthquakes in Japan such

as the Nankai Trough earthquake. Therefore, to achieve the target time, our real-time

tsunami inundation forecast system requires high-performance computing (HPC), and
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we utilize the vector supercomputer SX-ACE, which is developed and manufactured

by NEC Corporation, for the real-time tsunami inundation forecast system.

Modern HPC systems employ multi-core processors, and their aggregated peak per-

formances per processor become significantly higher. However, increasing the number

of cores and the peak performances of processors often increases the memory loads,

and these create a bottleneck. In this paper, we discuss the performance of the tsunami

inundation and damage simulation (hereinafter, “tsunami simulation”) on SX-ACE in

comparison with a case using an Intel Xeon-based system named LX 406Re-2 and the

K computer. We use LX 406Re-2 and the K computer for comparison, because the

peak performance of a processor on the Xeon processor of LX 406Re-2 is equal to

that of SX-ACE, and the K computer is the flagship supercomputer in Japan. Then, we

clarify that the fulfillment of a real-time tsunami inundation forecast system requires

a system with high-performance cores connected to the memory subsystem at a high

memory bandwidth such as SX-ACE.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents related work on performance

evaluations of tsunami simulations using HPC systems. Section 3 presents an overview

of our real-time tsunami inundation forecast system, particularly the way in which the

HPC system is incorporated. Section 4 explains the tsunami simulation and the program

implementation for SX-ACE. Section 5 describes the performance evaluation of the

tsunami simulation on SX-ACE, LX 406Re-2 and the K computer. We conclude in

Sect. 6 with a brief summary and future work.

2 Related work

A real-time forecast system for disaster prevention requires a reduction in the pro-

cessing time. The finite difference computation of shallow water equations has been

studied with the aim of reducing processing times using high-performance computing

technology. Gidra et al. [6] and Amouzgar et al. [2] implemented the TUNAMI N1 and

TUNAMI N2 models [10], which were shallow water models, for parallelized comput-

ing on a single GPU. Gidra et al. showed that a data parallel programming model, i.e.,

a model where each thread handles a particular spatial area, was able to achieve high

performance on the GPU. Amouzgar et al. evaluated the performance for the Japan

coastal region (1350 × 1822 km) with a resolution of 450 m. Their GPU system used

a single GPU (NVIDIA Tesla M2075) and the execution time was 45 min. Acuña et

al. evaluated the performance of a shallow water model that utilized the CIP Conser-

vative Semi-Lagrangian IDO method by using a multi-node GPU cluster system [1].

The nodes included a SUN Fire X4600 and two NVIDIA Tesla S1070s. Their parallel

method was the data parallel programming model. They found that the performance

with 16 GPUs was similar to that with 1024 CPUs (AMD Opteron Dual Core model

880) and that the execution time was within 30 s when using 32 GPUs for the Japan

coastal region (370 × 735 km) with a 90-m resolution. However, their model did

not handle sea bottom friction, so they were not able to simulate tsunami inundation

behavior with sufficient accuracy. In general, calculation amounts related to sea bot-

tom friction become too big for tsunami inundation simulations. Moreover, Nagasu

et al. [17] developed an hardware architecture for FPGA-based custom computing
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Fig. 1 Diagram of real-time tsunami inundation forecast system

of tsunami simulation with the method of splitting tsunami (MOST). The machines

contained ALTERA Arria10 with 1518 floating-point DSP blocks and two DDR3

PC12800 SDRAMs, where each of the SDRAMs had a bandwidth of 12.8 GB/s. They

achieved the sustained performance of 383.0 Gflop/s and the performance per power

of 8.41 Gflop/s/Watts. The performance and performance per power were 1.7 and 7.1

times higher than those of AMD Radeon R9 280X GPU. However, their model did

not simulate tsunami inundation behavior. Oishi et al. evaluated the performance of

a tsunami inundation simulation on the K computer [24]. Their simulation was based

on the TUNAMI N2 model [10] and parallelized using a two-dimensional domain

decomposition method [19]. They evaluated the performance for 2 h of tsunami on the

Japan coastal region (840 × 1237 km) with a 5-m resolution. The execution time was

93 s using 13,498 cores (1688 nodes). These results demonstrated the feasibility of a

real-time tsunami inundation forecast. However, they did not deal with fault estimation

in real time.

3 A real-time tsunami inundation forecast system

3.1 System configuration

The real-time tsunami inundation forecast system consists of a tsunami source model-

ing system, a simulation system, and a delivery/mapping server, as shown in Fig. 1. The

tsunami source modeling system and delivery/mapping server are active at all times

in preparation for earthquake occurrence. The simulation system, which is usually

used for academic research, is immediately incorporated into the system only when

a tsunamigenic earthquake occurs, and the tsunami simulation job is submitted at top

priority using the unique urgency function. The tsunami simulation job is executed

on the simulation system, and the simulation results are sent to the delivery/mapping

server. Finally, the simulation results are mapped and made available on the Web to

Japanese local governments by the delivery/mapping server. The real-time tsunami

inundation forecast system is installed at Tohoku University and Osaka University in

Japan.
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Table 1 Observation data and

information
Obs. data Information

Earthquake early warning Hypocenter, magnitude

GRiD-MT Hypocenter, magnitude, fault mechanism

RAPiD/REGARD Finite fault model

3.2 Tsunami source modeling system

The tsunami source modeling system is implemented on an Intel Xeon-based server.

This system receives three types of observation data as listed in Table 1: earthquake

early warning (EEW) issued by the Japan Meteorological Agency [14], rapid moment

tensor solution (GRiD-MT) using seismic wavefields by the Earthquake Research

Institute, the University of Tokyo [22], and finite fault model (RAPiD/REGARD)

based on real-time global navigation satellite system (GNSS) data operated by the

Geospatial Information Authority of Japan [18]. When the system detects the occur-

rence of a tsunamigenic earthquake using EEW data, it determines the fault model (size,

orientation, and slip amount) of the coseismic fault and submits a tsunami simulation

request to the simulation system. Here, the EEW and GRiD-MT data are translated

into finite rectangular fault models. The size and slip amounts are derived using empir-

ical relations [23] from the given earthquake magnitudes. The fault orientation of the

model using EEW is defined on the basis of its epicenter location. Thrust faulting is

assumed when the epicenter is located on the landward side of the trench, whereas the

normal faulting type is assumed for the outer rise event. The RAPiD/REGARD sys-

tem directly estimates the rectangular fault model using the coseismic displacement

at each GNSS site.

3.3 Simulation system

We use a vector supercomputer SX-ACE system, which is a multi-node system to sim-

ulate tsunami inundation phenomena and estimate damage situations in 10 min. The

SX-ACE system is not actually a dedicated system for the real-time tsunami inunda-

tion forecast system, but an HPC infrastructure for academic and industry researchers.

When a tsunamigenic earthquake occurs, a subset of the SX-ACE system is imme-

diately turned to the real-time tsunami inundation forecast system. This function is

performed by a job management system, called NQS II, a batch system that achieves

optimal allocation of jobs between nodes. NQS II supports an urgent job function.

When NQS II accepts an urgent job, the function allocates the urgent job in nodes

that belong to the same innermost network tier of the hierarchical network. The func-

tion then immediately suspends other active jobs on the nodes, and the urgent job is

executed at higher priority. The suspended jobs automatically resume as soon as the

urgent job is completed.

In the nodes that are utilized in the real-time tsunami inundation forecast system,

each node memory has a reserved space for an urgent job as shown in Fig. 2. Each

node has 64 GB of memory: Nearly 1 GB is reserved for the OS, nearly 3 GB is
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Fig. 2 Memory map of SX-ACE for urgent job

reserved for the urgent job execution, and the remaining 60 GB is available for normal

job executions. The tsunami source modeling system submits the tsunami simulation

as an urgent job to the simulation system. As soon as NQS II accepts the job, the

urgency function of NQS II issues a process suspend command to the already active

running jobs on the nodes utilized in the simulation system. The tsunami simulation

is immediately executed at top priority using the reserved memory space. Then, the

simulation results are sent to the delivery/mapping server.

3.4 Delivery/mapping server

The delivery/mapping server is an Intel Xeon-based server. It creates maps and a

graph of the simulation results using the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library [5].

Figure 3a–e shows the maps of the maximum tsunami inundation depth, the starting

time of inundation, the maximum tsunami water level, the structural damage, and

the graph of the water level represented as time series in the city of Kochi and its

surrounding coast. The maps and graph are sent to the Japanese local governments

within 4 min, and the local governments are able to view the maps and graph through

a Web interface. Figure 3a–d can be zoomed in and out on a one-to-nine scale. The

results of the tsunami simulation can provide clear pictures of imminent disasters

(and hazards), enabling Japanese local governments to take the appropriate actions

for evacuation and relief. It is important that the forecasts be effectively utilized for

making appropriate advance preparations, alerting the public, and preparing for relief

activities.

4 Tsunami simulation

4.1 Tsunami simulation model

Our tsunami simulation is based on the TUNAMI model, which solves nonlinear

shallow water equations and uses the staggered leap-frog finite difference method
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Fig. 3 Samples of forecast information. a Maximum tsunami inundation depth. b Starting time of inun-

dation. c Maximum tsunami water level. d Structural damage (houses). e Water level time series

as the numerical scheme [11]. This method is adopted as a standard method for the

prediction of tsunami inundations by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization (UNESCO) [7]. The governing equations are

∂η

∂t
+

∂ M

∂x
+

∂ N

∂y
= 0, (1)
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g +
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ρ

∂ P

∂z
= 0, (4)

where η is the vertical displacement of the water surface, D is the total water depth,

g is the gravitational acceleration, n is Manning’s roughness coefficient, P is the

hydrostatic pressure, ρ is water density, x and y are horizontal directions, and z is

the vertical direction. M and N are the discharge fluxes in the x- and y-directions,

respectively, which are given by

M =

∫ η

−h

udz = ū(η + h), (5)

N =

∫ η

−h

vdz = v̄(η + h), (6)

where h is the still water depth; u and v are the water velocities in the x- and y-

directions, respectively; and ū and v̄ are the average water velocities in the x- and

y-directions, respectively. Regarding the boundary conditions at the run-up front, a

wave front condition is judged as follows.

D = h + η > 0, when the grid is submerged and

≤ 0, when the grid is dry.

The calculation of the tsunami source utilizes Okada’s equation [20], and the damage

estimation is based on the study of Koshimura et. al. [11]

4.2 Computational domain

The tsunami simulation utilizes a nested grid system to deal with the multi-scale nature

of tsunamis. The characteristics of the tsunami are of a long wavelength in oceanic

regions and of a short wavelength near shores. In the tsunami simulation, the coastal

region should be resolved with a 10-m grid size. For example, in the case of Kochi city

with the Nankai Trough earthquake, the resolution ratio from an outer domain to the

next inner domain is fixed to one-third and the area of the outer domain is determined

by water depths. We utilize five different resolution levels, as shown in Table 2 and

Fig. 4.

In the nested grid system, discharge fluxes and water levels are continuous between

computational domains as a boundary condition [7]. The interpolated discharge fluxes
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Table 2 Computational domain
Domain Grid size (m) Number of grid points

x-direction y-direction

1 810 1536 1020

2 270 1680 990

3 90 2292 1260

4 30 1782 1188

5 10 3504 2364

Domain 1

Domain 2

Domain 3

Domain 4

Domain 5 

Nankai Trough 

earthquake M9.1

Domain Grid size (m)

1 810

2 270

3 90

4 30

5 10

Fig. 4 Computational domains of Kochi

in a computational domain of a large grid size are sent to a computational domain

of a small grid size at the boundary. The averaged water levels in a computational

domain of a small grid size are sent to a computational domain of a large grid size at

the boundary.

4.3 Implementation of the TUNAMI model on SX-ACE

SX-ACE is a vector supercomputer, and achieving high sustained performance gen-

erally requires effective utilization of its units. Thus, the tsunami simulation program,

which was developed on a Xeon server, needs to be vectorized. Here, Eq. (7) is a

difference formula of Eq. (1):
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Fig. 5 Source code of Eq. (2)
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(7)

where i and j are the horizontal directions and k is time. The i and j directions of

Eq. (7) have no loop-carried dependencies such as control-flow and data dependencies.

Similarly, Eqs. (2) and (3) also have no such dependencies. Therefore, the simulation

program is a vectorizable program. However, the simulation program has some unvec-

torized loops, since it makes breaches in the programming manners of vectorization.

Figure 5 shows the source code of Eq. (2). The loop in subroutine nlmnt2 is not vec-

torized because of containing a call statement in the loop. In this case, the loop can

be vectorized by inlined subroutine xmmt in subroutine nlmnt2. After we similarly

remove other breaches (write, read, and stop statements) in loops, the vector opera-

tion ratio achieves 99.6%. Moreover, sustained performance depends on loop length,

which is the number of iterations in loops. Specifically, the longer the loop length, the

greater the sustained performance on SX-ACE. Since the loop length of the x-direction

is longer than that of the y-direction in Table 2, loops of the x-direction are vectorized:

The inner loop, index i , is a vectorized loop in Fig. 5.

Also, the simulation program is a parallelizable program due to the same reason for

the vectorization. We parallelize the simulation program using the MPI Library for the

multi-node system of SX-ACE and using OpenMP for a single node of SX-ACE. In

the parallelization using the MPI Library, the simulation program is parallelized by the

domain decomposition method. Each computational domain in the nested grid system

is divided by any number of processes Pd , and the total number of parallelization P is

P =

5
∑

d=1

Pd , (8)
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where d indicates the dth computational domain. The simulation program has doubly

nested loops in the x- and y-directions. We chose one-dimensional domain decom-

position instead of two-dimensional one. Generally, the two-dimensional domain

decomposition can decrease the amount of communication per process when the

number of processes is increased, and the MPI communication time decreases; the

sustained performance increases. In contrast, the two-dimensional domain decom-

position reduces the loop length of vectorized loops when the number of processes

is increased, and the sustained performance of vector processing decreases. Then,

the reducing loop length has a greater impact on the total processing time than the

decreasing communication volumes in our target simulation size. Therefore, the loops

of the x-direction are vectorized and the loops of the y-direction are parallelized. In

Fig. 5, the outer loop, index j , is parallelized. Moreover, the load of each process

needs to be made as equal as possible for achieving effective parallelization. In the

simulation program, calculation amounts in land areas are different from those in sea

areas. Hence, we adjust the number of grid points of each process to coincide with

roughly the same calculation amount. First, the calculation amounts of each process

are measured with the same number of grid points per process, and then the number

of grid points on each process is adjusted to coincide with the nearly equal calculation

amount by using the previous measurement. Also, to reduce MPI communication time,

several items of array data, which are transferred at the same time, are packed as one

array.

For a single node of SX-ACE, the simulation program is parallelized by OpenMP.

This is because the simulation program parallelized by the MPI Library requires five

or more processes from Eq. (8) and the single node of SX-ACE, which has four cores,

cannot execute it. We parallelize the loops of the y-direction using OpenMP directives.

However, some loops of the simulation program are not parallelized, since the loops

have small granularity and the effects of the parallelization are not obtained.

5 Performance evaluation

5.1 Experimental setup

5.1.1 SX-ACE

The SX-ACE system consists of one processor with the total peak performance of

256 Gflop/s and a 64 GB main memory with 256 GB/s memory bandwidth [13]. The

processor has four vector architecture cores, where each core is equipped with a large

vector on-chip cache composed of an Assignable Data Buffer (ADB) and Miss Status

Handling Register (MSHR), as shown in Fig. 6. The ratio of a memory bandwidth to the

floating-point operation per second (B/F) of a processor is 1.0. The capacity of ADB

is 1 MB in each core, and the data rate between ADB and the vector processing unit is

256 GB/s; its B/F reaches 4.0. Therefore, the computational performance of SX-ACE

can be extracted more efficiently by effective utilization of ADB [15,21], especially

for memory-intensive applications. MSHR withholds identical load requests with in-

flight load requests on ADB misses and ignores redundant memory requests if the
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Fig. 6 Diagram of the SX-ACE CPU structure

subsequent memory requests that cause ADB misses can be solved by the in-flight

load requests. Ignoring these redundant load requests allows the memory bandwidth

to be utilized efficiently [16]. With regard to a multi-node system, the SX-ACE is

composed of up to 512 nodes connected via a custom interconnect network (called

IXS) by an 8 GB/s bandwidth. The memory space (Global Memory) that can be shared

among MPI processes is offered in a multi-node SX-ACE system with IXS. Global

Memory provides zero-copy MPI communications.

The operating system of the SX-ACE is SUPER-UX, a production-proven envi-

ronment based on the UNIX System V with a lot of extensions for performance and

functionality. The FORTRAN compiler for SX-ACE, FORTRAN90/SX, has advanced

functions of automatic vectorization, automatic parallelization, and OpenMP. The MPI

Library, MPI2/SX, implements the Message Passing Interface specifications MPI-1.3

and MPI-2.1.

5.1.2 LX 406Re-2

LX 406Re-2 is a Xeon-based system. A single node of LX 406Re-2 consists of two

Intel Xeon E5-2695 v2 processors (Ivy Bridge) and 128 GB main memory with 2

× 59.7 GB/s memory bandwidth. The processor contains twelve cores and a shared

last-level cache of 30 MB. The peak performance of the core ranges from 19.2 to

25.6 Gflop/s due to the Xeon’s turbo function. When full cores operate, the peak

performance of the core is usually 19.2 Gflop/s and that of a processor becomes 230.4

Gflop/s. The B/F of a processor is 0.26. Each node is connected with InfiniBand FDR

(56 Gbps).

The operating system of LX 406Re-2 is Red Hat Enterprise Linux, and the

programming environment is Intel Fortran Composer XE and Intel MPI Library. The
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Table 3 Processor configuration

System Clock

freq.

(GHz)

Perf./CPU

(Gflop/s)

No. of

cores

Perf./core

(Gflop/s)

Mem. BW

(GB/s)

SX-ACE 1 256 4 64 256

LX 406Re-2 2.4 (Base) 230.4 12 19.2 (Base) 59.7

(Xeon E5-2695 v2) 3.2 (Turbo) 25.6 (Turbo)

Table 4 Model sizes of target cities

Kochi Shizuoka Ishinomaki

Total grid points 16.5 × 106 8.0 × 106 15.7 × 106

Time interval (s) 0.1 0.05 0.1

Period (h) 6 6 6

Flop count 0.63 × 1015 0.67 × 1015 0.63 × 1015

Table 5 Fortran compiler’s

options on SX-ACE and LX

406Re-2

System Compiler Options

SX-ACE FORTRAN90/SX -Chopt -pi

LX 406Re-2 Intel Fortran Composer XE -O3 -ipo

Fortran compiler has the function of automatic vectorization, automatic parallelization,

and OpenMP.

Table 3 lists the hardware configurations of both evaluated systems.

5.1.3 Evaluated model

We evaluate the performance of three city modes: Kochi, Shizuoka, and Ishinomaki.

Kochi and Shizuoka cities are expected to experience a huge tsunami within the next

30 years according to a recent government report in Japan [4]. Ishinomaki city was

struck by the huge tsunami at the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake. The model sizes

for these three cities are given in Table 4. Here, the time interval is determined by

the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy condition. In the case of Shizuoka, the water depth

is significantly large near the coastal area. Hence, the time interval for the tsunami

simulation needs to be smaller than the other cities in order to achieve numerical

stability. Period indicates the time since a tsunami phenomenon occurs. Flop count

shows the number of floating-point operations.

Table 5 shows the Fortran compiler’s options. The options are high-level optimiza-

tions and inlining subroutines. The simulation program is automatically vectorized

by the compilers. In the Intel compiler, some loops are not vectorized because the

compiler estimates the low efficiency of vector operations. As this is an underestima-

tion, we use a compiler directive, vector always, on LX 406Re-2 for enforcing the

vectorization of the loops.
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Fig. 7 Execution time of real-time tsunami inundation forecast

Table 6 Execution time of the

tsunami simulation on target

cities

Kochi Shizuoka Ishinomaki

Execution time (min) 4.0 4.5 3.9

Here, we use a metric of necessary memory performance: code B/F. It indicates the

necessary data in bytes per floating-point operation. The number of memory operations

and floating-point operations are counted from the code; the code B/F of the simulation

program is about 1.85. This shows that the memory bandwidths of a processor on SX-

ACE and LX 406Re-2 become short due to the memory bandwidth required by the

simulation program, and the sustained performances of SX-ACE and LX 406Re-2 are

limited by the memory bandwidth, since the B/Fs of SX-ACE and LX 406Re-2 are

1.0 and 0.26, respectively.

5.2 Overall performance

Figure 7 shows the execution time on the real-time tsunami inundation forecast sys-

tem. The first major phase (coseismic fault estimation) has a time constraint of 7 min.

This is because the phenomena of a fault rupture continue for several minutes in the

case of large tsunamigenic earthquakes such as the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake.

Thus, observations during a set time period (here, 7 min) are required for more pre-

cise estimation of a fault model. In this time period, three different estimations of

the earthquake fault are simultaneously performed several times using three types of

observation data. Then, the best result is selected for the tsunami simulation and urgent

jobs are submitted to SX-ACE. The tsunami simulation is executed within 5 min by

using 512 cores of SX-ACE on each city model, as shown in Table 6. The time for

transmission of the results to the delivery/mapping server and visualization on maps

is approximately 4 min.
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Fig. 8 Execution times of

memory and CPU on a single

core of SX-ACE and LX

406Re-2
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5.3 Processor performance

5.3.1 Single-core performance

In the case of a single core, the Xeon processor of LX 406Re-2 operates at 3.2 GHz of

the frequency and the core performance becomes 25.6 Gflop/s. The memory bandwidth

of a single core of SX-ACE can use the full memory bandwidth: 256 GB/s, and its B/F is

4.0. The memory bandwidth of LX 406Re-2 is not open to the public. Figure 8 depicts

the execution times of a single core of SX-ACE and LX 406Re-2. The memory time

indicates the stall time of the CPU due to data loads from the memory. The CPU time

is the running time of the CPU. Here, we use the Kochi city model for the evaluation,

and the number of floating-point operations (Flop count) is 0.63 × 1015.

The code B/F of the simulation program is 1.85, and the B/F of SX-ACE is 4.0.

Therefore, SX-ACE has the enough memory bandwidth for the tsunami simulation and

the memory time on SX-ACE is 1.8 h. Meanwhile, the memory time on LX 406Re-2

is 6.4 time longer than that on SX-ACE; however, the ratio of SX-ACE to LX 406Re-2

in the memory bandwidth per processor is 4.3. This means that the single core of LX

406Re-2 cannot use the full memory bandwidth 59.7 GB/s. From the ratio of 6.4, the

sustained memory bandwidth of the core on LX 406Re-2 is probably 40 GB/s and

the B/F of the core is 1.6. The simulation program is thus a memory-limited program

for LX 406Re-2, and LX 406Re-2 cannot reduce the memory time. In addition, the

CPU time on LX 406Re-2 is 2.9 times longer than that on SX-ACE. As the ratio of

SX-ACE to LX 406Re-2 in the peak performance per core is 2.5, the computation

efficiency of SX-ACE is 1.15 times higher than that of LX 406Re-2. Therefore, the

vector architecture core of SX-ACE is an efficient core for the simulation program.

Here, computation efficiency is defined as

Computation efficiency =
Flop count

Peak performance × CPU time
. (9)

The execution time of SX-ACE is 13 h, which is less than 30% of that of LX

406Re-2. This is because the core on SX-ACE has a higher peak performance and

efficiency than LX 406Re-2. Moreover, SX-ACE has a higher memory bandwidth
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Fig. 9 Execution times of

memory and CPU on a processor

of LX 406Re-2
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Fig. 10 Execution times of

memory and CPU on a processor

of SX-ACE
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than LX 406Re-2 and its performance of SX-ACE is 6.4 times higher than that of LX

406Re-2.

5.3.2 Single-processor performance

The processors of SX-ACE and LX 406Re-2 contain four and twelve cores, respec-

tively. The peak performance of the SX-ACE processor is roughly the same as that of

the LX 406Re-2 processor. The memory bandwidth of SX-ACE is 4.3 times higher

than that of LX 406Re-2. Figures 9 and 10 show the execution times of the processors

of SX-ACE and LX 406Re-2. Here, we use the simulation program parallelized by

OpenMP.

As shown in Fig. 9, the memory times of six and twelve cores are nearly the same,

and in both cases, the memory time is saturated. Similarly, the memory time on SX-

ACE is saturated as shown in Fig. 10. This means that the memory bandwidths of LX

406Re-2 and SX-ACE are insufficient compared to the memory bandwidth required

by the simulation program, since the B/Fs of LX 406Re-2 and SX-ACE are smaller

than the code B/F. Moreover, the residence times of memory loads on LX 406Re-2

become longer than that of SX-ACE, because the memory bandwidth of LX 406Re-2

is smaller than that of SX-ACE. As a result, the memory time of twelve cores on LX

406Re-2 is ten times longer than that of four cores on SX-ACE, and the memory time

of LX 406Re-2 accounts for half of the execution time on the twelve cores. Thus, the
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Fig. 11 Execution times

with/without ADB and MSHR

on SX-ACE full-cores case
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execution time of the simulation program depends strongly on the memory bandwidth,

and the higher memory bandwidth can reduce the memory time.

The CPU time of the twelve cores is one-fifth of that of the single core on LX

406Re-2 (Fig. 9), and the CPU time of the four cores is two-fifths of that of the single

core on SX-ACE (Fig. 10). These results indicate that the effect of parallelization is

low. This is because the granularities of some loops in the simulation program are

small, and these loops are not parallelized. Moreover, the CPU time of the twelve

cores on LX 406Re-2 is 1.4 times longer than that of four cores on SX-ACE. The

computation efficiency of SX-ACE is 1.3 times higher than that of LX 406Re-2. As

discussed in Sect. 5.3.2, the vector architecture core of SX-ACE is an efficient core

for the simulation program.

Figure 11 shows the performance gain by using ADB and MSHR on the four-core

case of SX-ACE. When ADB and MSHR are disabled, the memory time is 2.3 times

longer than that of the ADB- and MSHR-enabled case, since ADB and MSHR can

reduce redundant memory load requests and recover the lack of the memory bandwidth.

Moreover, the disabled case increases the CPU time by 0.9 h. This means that the rate

of overlapping among calculation operations on vector pipelines is changed due to the

increasing memory loads. In this evaluation, the difference in performance between

LX 406Re-2 and SX-ACE is caused by the memory system with the high memory

bandwidth on SX-ACE.

5.4 Multi-node performance

Our target execution time with this tsunami simulation is less than 10 min for the

forecasting. We discuss the parallel performance on SX-ACE and LX 406Re-2, and

we also compare the performances of SX-ACE with the K computer. Here, the K

computer consists of 82,944 CPUs of SPARC64 VIIIfx with the peak performance

10.62 Pflop/s and 1.26 PB main memory. Table 7 lists the processor configuration of

the K computer. The peak performance of a core on SX-ACE is four times higher

than that on the K computer, and SX-ACE has four times higher memory bandwidth

than the K computer. The result of the K computer by Oishi et al. [19] is used. Their

simulation model was the same model as our simulation program, but their simulation

program was optimized and parallelized for the K computer. They simulated a tsunami
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Table 7 Processor configuration of K computer

System Perf./CPU

(Gflop/s)

No. of

cores

Perf./core

(Gflop/s)

Mem. BW

(GB/s)

K computer 128 8 16 64
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Fig. 12 Execution time for each MPI process

inundation for 2 h for the city of Sendai, which is in the same region and fault model

as our Ishinomaki city. Their resolution is 5 m, the number of grid points is 1.48×107,

and time interval is 0.1 s. Therefore, the total calculation amount of the K computer

is nearly equal to that of SX-ACE for 2 h of our tsunami simulation.

In Sect. 4.3, we put forth that each MPI process should handle the number of

grid points that is adjusted to coincide with the nearly equal calculation amounts per

process for load balancing, rather than handling the same number of grid points per

process. Figure 12 shows the execution times of each MPI process in the case of a

1-h simulation. Case (a) is where each MPI process handles the same number of grid

points, and Case (b) is where each MPI process handles the nearly equal calculation

amounts. The load balance of Case (b) is better than that of Case (a). Figure 13 shows

the execution times of Cases (a) and (b) on SX-ACE and LX 406Re-2. On both SX-

ACE and LX 406Re-2, the execution times of Case (b) are shorter than those of Case

(a). In the case of 512 cores, the execution time of Case (b) on SX-ACE can decrease

by 13%. The reduced time is only 36 s, which is not large, but any reductions in

execution time are important for a disaster system. Figure 13 also indicates that SX-

ACE can achieve the target time, 10 min, by using 128 cores, i.e., only 32 nodes, with

a time of just 9.88 min. The execution time of 512 cores is 4.0 min. Meanwhile, LX

406Re-2 cannot achieve the target time even using 512 cores. The execution time of

LX 406Re-2 is 4.1 times longer than that of SX-ACE.

Figure 14 shows the execution times on SX-ACE and the K computer in the case

of a 2-h simulation. The execution time of 512 cores on SX-ACE is 80 s. The 16,398

cores (1800 nodes) of the K computer cannot achieve this time; the execution time is

93 s. The K computer has the feasibility of a real-time tsunami inundation forecast;

however, a large-scale computer system with 16,398 cores is required. The results

of SX-ACE, LX 406Re-2, and the K computer show that a system that has high-

performance cores with high memory bandwidth (such as SX-ACE) can deliver a
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Fig. 14 Execution times on SX-ACE and the K computer

superior performance even with a lower parallel number. This demonstrates that the

real-time tsunami inundation forecast system can efficiently be realized by SX-ACE.

6 Summary

A quick and accurate understanding of tsunami disaster situations enables prompt

responses to the disaster. Tsunami forecasting systems require increased accuracy and

reduced processing time. Therefore, we have developed a real-time tsunami inundation

forecast system using an HPC system that can achieve tsunami inundation forecasting

within 20 min. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of using an HPC system as

a social infrastructure for disaster prevention and mitigation as well as a research

infrastructure.

In this study, we implemented the tsunami simulation on a vector supercomputer

SX-ACE system. The simulation program is vectorized, and the vectorization ratio of

the tsunami simulation is 99.6%. The tsunami simulation was parallelized by using
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MPI, and we adjusted the load balance among the MPI processes using the pre-

estimation of the amount of their computations. Then, the execution of the tsunami

simulation for 6 h of tsunami and inundation behaviors was completed within 4 min

using 512 cores (128 nodes). We have also developed an urgency function for the

SX-ACE job management system that enables SX-ACE to be incorporated into the

tsunami forecasting system temporarily when a large earthquake occurs off coasts in

Japan.

We evaluated the performance of the tsunami simulation using SX-ACE, LX 406

Re-2, and the K computer and found that the execution time depends strongly on

their memory bandwidths. We also clarified that a system with high-performance

cores connected to the memory subsystem at a high memory bandwidth (such as SX-

ACE) can deliver a superior performance even with a lower number of cores. This

demonstrates that the real-time tsunami inundation forecast system can be realized by

SX-ACE.

In future work, we plan to enhance the performance of the tsunami simulation by

improving its MPI performance and to expand the areas covered by our system in

Japan. The results will be shared with the public.
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